DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY DUM DIDDY DO

[C] THERE SHE WAS JUST A-WALKIN' DOWN THE STREET,
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
[C] SNAPPIN' HER FINGERS AND [F] SHUFFLIN' HER [C] FEET,
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
SHE [C] LOOKED [C] GOOD (LOOKED GOOD),
SHE [C] LOOKED [C] FINE (LOOKED FINE)
[C] SHE LOOKED GOOD, SHE LOOKED FINE
AND I NEARLY LOST MY MIND

BE-[C]-FORE I KNEW IT SHE WAS [F] WALKIN' NEXT TO [C] ME,
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
[C] HOLDIN' MY HAND JUST AS [F] NATURAL AS CAN [C] BE,
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
WE WALKED ON (WALKED ON) TO MY DOOR (MY DOOR)
[C] WE WALKED ON TO MY DOOR,
THEN WE KISSED A LITTLE MORE

[C] WOH-[C7]-OH, I [Am] KNEW WE WAS FALLING IN LOVE
ALL THE THINGS I'D BEEN DREAMIN' OF

NOW [C] WE'RE TOGETHER NEARLY [F] EVERY SINGLE [C] DAY,
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
OH [C] WE'RE SO HAPPY AND THAT'S
[F] HOW WE'RE GONNA [C] STAY
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
WELL [C] I'M HERS (I'M HERS), SHE'S MINE (SHE'S MINE)
I'M HERS, SHE'S MINE, WEDDING BELLS ARE GONNA CHIME

[C] WOH-[C7]-OH, I [Am] KNEW WE WAS FALLING IN LOVE
ALL THE THINGS I'D BEEN DREAMIN' OF

NOW [C] WE'RE TOGETHER NEARLY [F] EVERY SINGLE [C] DAY,
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
OH [C] WE'RE SO HAPPY AND THAT'S
[F] HOW WE'RE GONNA [C] STAY
SINGIN' [C] "DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO"
WELL [C] I'M HERS (I'M HERS), SHE'S MINE (SHE'S MINE)
I'M HERS, SHE'S MINE, WEDDING BELLS ARE GONNA CHIME

[G7] WOH OH YEAH
[C] DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO,
[C] DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO
[C] DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY [F] DUM DIDDY [C] DO